### PART NO. | "A" | DIA. "B" | DIA. "C" REF | DIA. "D" | DIA. "E" | "F" | STYLE
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---

### STYLE 1

### STYLE 2

### SCREW ON FEET

**NOTES:**

1. MATERIAL: NEOPRENE RUBBER (RMS-190)
2. COLOR: BLACK
3. ALTERNATE UNITS FOR REFERENCE ONLY

---

**REMARKS:**

- SEE CG 200330 FOR CHANGES
- SEE ECN #1298 FOR CHANGES SK 03/16/07
- SEE ECN #1257 FOR CHANGES SK 09/09/07
- SEE ECN #1294 FOR CHANGES SK 03/07/07
- SEE ECN #1225 FOR CHANGES SK 09/28/06
- SEE ECN #1257 FOR CHANGES SK 12/05/06

---

**FILE #: SOF**

- **DT.** 08/31/06
- **CHKED.** D.J.Z.
- **DWN.** SK
- **APP.** SK

---

**RE: RICHCO, INC.**

**ENG@RICHCO-INC.COM**

(773) 539-4060